
RAOUL celebrates first in-store retail
outlet with launch at Bloomingdales

Singapore, 21 March 2012 – Homegrown label 
and Singapore’s most international fashion brand, 
RAOUL, has penetrated the Big Apple with its 
newly-opened in-store retail outlet at one of New 
York’s most reputable departmental stores, 
Bloomingdales. This is RAOUL’s first in-store retail 
outlet in the US.

Continuing its international expansion following its 
success in Asia, it comes as no surprise that RAOUL 
has chosen to be stocked internationally. Hosted by 
Douglas Benjamin, CEO, F J Benjamin Singapore 
and Co-creative Director of RAOUL, the official 
store launch event took place on 15 March 2012 at 
Bloomingdales’s flagship store located at The New 
View, 59th Street on 3.

The convivial affair received some 70 guests; 
including celebrities like Shay Mitchell and Victoria’s 
Secret model Christine Teigen, who were 
introduced to the Spring Summer 2012 collection in 
stores and got acquainted with the creative team, 
designers and the New York sales team. The 
Spring/Summer 2012 collection boasts styles with 
pops of neon, perforated leather, and snakeskin 
bags and clutches.

Actress Shay Mitchell stars in the ABC Family 
original series, Pretty Little Liars as Emily Fields. She 
is also cousin to singer Lea Salonga. Christine 
Teigen, known also as Chrissy Teigen is a Victoria’s 
Secret model. 

A lifestyle brand that was created to facilitate real 
life without compromising on quality, RAOUL is 
more than just a product. It offers fashion that is on 
trend in luxurious fabrics and execution and is for 
the multi-tasking, confident and accomplished 
individual who is looking for a functional yet 
sophisticated wardrobe. 

RAOUL can also be found in renowned retailers 
such as Selfridges, Neiman Marcus Saksdirect, 
Matches, and trendy e-tailer Shopbop.com.
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[click here to download the images from the event]

https://www.dropbox.com/gallery/35014772/2/RAOUL%20Corporate/Bloomingdale%27s%20Event%20-%2015%20March%202012?h=b8f833

